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We use first-principles density functional theory to calculate the phonon frequencies, electron localization
lengths, Born effective charges, dielectric response, and conventional electronic structures of the IV-VI chal-
cogenide series. The goals of our work are twofold: first, to determine the detailed chemical composition of
lone pairs and, second, to identify the factors that cause lone pairs to favor high- or low-symmetry environ-
ments. Our results show that the traditional picture of cations-p mixing causing localization of the lone pair
lobe is incomplete, and instead thep states on the anion also play an important role. In addition these
compounds reveal a delicate balance between two competing instabilities—structural distortion and tendency
to metallicity—leading, at the same time, to anomalously large Born effective charges as well as large dielec-
tric constants. The magnitude of the LO-TO splitting, which depends on the relative strength of both instabili-
ties, shows a trend consistent with the structural distortions in these compounds.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Many compounds containing group IV A and V A ele
ments with a stable valency 2 smaller than the group vale
show interesting physical properties.1,2 These include perov
skite oxides with PbII on theA site, as well as oxides of SnII,
BiIII , etc. In particular, the cations in these compounds
most always occupy an off-centric position with respect
the coordination polyhedron of anions. A common aspec
these compounds is that the cations have a pair ofs electrons
in their valence shells that is often called alone pair. They
are structurally quite different from compounds containi
cations of identical valence and similar size, but which ha
no lone pair.1,2

The activity and role of the lone pair has long been
voked for explaining the off-centering structural distortio
Starting from the early work of Sidgwick and Powell3 and of
Gillespie and Nyholm,4 the so-called valence shell electro
pair repulsion theory~VSEPR! evolved to explain and under
stand the geometries of molecules containing lone pair
oms. Orgel5 invoked the mixing ofs andp orbitals of cations
and their polarizability to explain the structural distortion
He emphasized the generality of stereochemical effect
the lone pair and even related it to a large dielectric respo
However, not all the relevant compounds~for example, of
PbII) display off-centric coordination. A well-known ex
ample is PbS wherein PbS6 octahedra are perfectly regula
This would suggest that the anion and perhaps the geom
have a role to play in whether the lone pair displays a t
dency to off-centric coordination—a tendency that we sh
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refer to asstereochemical activity.
Indeed Bersuker6 has argued that stereochemical activ

is determined by a balance between the energy separa
between the predominantly anion-based highest occupied
bitals and cation-based lowest unoccupied orbitals, the fo
constant of the mode corresponding to the distortion, and
vibronic constant, F5^canionu(]V/]Q)0uccation&. Here
canion is the wave function of the largely anion-based hig
est occupied orbital,ccation that of the largely cation-base
lowest unoccupied orbital, and (]V/]Q)0 the change in po-
tential energy with distortion around the symmetric structu
In recent work, Watson and Parker7 and Lefebvreet al.8 have
used electronic structure calculations to show that the an
do play an important role in the stereochemistry of PbO,
tin monochalcogenides, and the antimony chalcogenides
addition, the effect of the lone pair on structure in Sn and
compounds has been visualized using electron localiza
functions.9 Finally it has been implicated as playing an im
portant role in the technologically important perovskit
PbTiO3 and PbZrO3 and also in BiIII -based compounds.9–11

The goals of our work in this paper are twofold. Firs
using the group-IV chalcogenides as a model system,
determine the detailed nature of the lone pair in distor
structures. Second, we identify which factors are import
in promoting off-center distortion driven by lone-pair loca
ization and search for a single parameter, available for
high-symmetry phase, that can be used topredictwhether or
not a particular structure will distort spontaneously. O
method of choice is density functional theory, which allow
us to evaluate trends in a range of electronic and lattice
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cat-
namic properties, including dielectric constants and Born
fective charges~BEC’s!, across the nine differentAQ com-
pounds withA5Ge, Sn, Pb;Q5S, Se, Te.

We reach two main conclusions. First, it is the ste
ochemical activity of the cation lone pair which is the p
mary driving force for structural distortion in these materia
This in turn is determined by the interaction of cations and
p states withanion pstates; the simple traditional picture o
vibronic interaction between cations andp states is incom-
plete. Second, two different instabilities~the tendency to be
come semimetals through the closing of the gap and
structural instability! determine the properties of these ni
compounds. While the BEC’s are anomalously large n
both of these instabilities, the splitting between the longi
dinal and transverse optical phonons~LO-TO splitting! van-
ishes at the former and is large near the latter. The LO-
splitting therefore reproduces the observed trends of stab
and we suggest that it is a better indicator of structural in
bility ~and therefore more useful in designing new nonc
trosymmetric compounds! than the traditional BEC.

II. EXPERIMENTAL STRUCTURES

None of the monoxides of the divalent carbon group e
ments GeII, SnII, and PbII crystallize in the cubic rocksal
structure. While GeO is only stable above 1273 K, SnO a
PbO have a layered tetragonal structure with cations havi
coordination of 4. This is notable sinceall the alkaline earth
oxides MgO, CaO, SrO, and BaO are cubic rocksalts w
six-coordinate cations and anions, this despite the ra
large variation in size between these cations. Therefore
tendencynot to adopt the cubic structure by certain carb
group chalcogenides cannot be explained simply from s
effects. For all three cations, the rocksalt structure beco
increasingly stable as the anion is changed from O to S,
and then finally Te~see Table I!. GeS, GeSe, SnS, and SnS
form a layered low-symmetry structure characterized
four-coordinated cations and GeTe undergoes a struc
transition between 600 K and 700 K from the hig
temperature rocksalt phase to a rhombohedrally disto
rocksalt structure at low temperature.12 Table I summarizes
the crystal structure data on theAQ compounds, and the
experimental structures of GeS~from Ref. 13!, PbTe, and
GeTe are shown in Fig. 1. The tendency to be stable in
cubic rocksalt structure increases as one moves to the he
cation-anion pairs~to bottom right!.

TABLE I. Experimentally known structures~Ref. 1! of the
IV-VI compounds. P denotes black phosphorus structure, N
rocksalt, and As a rhombohedral structure.

S Se Te

Ge P P As / N
Sn P P N
Pb N N N
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III. METHODS AND TECHNICAL DETAILS

In the present work, we use a combination of two fir
principles density functional theory14 ~DFT! methods: the
linear muffin-tin orbital ~LMTO! method15 in the atomic
sphere approximation~ASA! and plane-wave pseudopote
tial total energy and linear response calculations.16 The
former is used to obtain partial and full densities of ele
tronic states, crystal orbital Hamiltonian populations~CO-
HP’s! and electron localization functions~ELF’s!, and the
latter to determine equilibrium lattice constants, TO-phon
frequencies, dielectric constant, Born effective charges,
electron localization lengths.

Our linear muffin-tin orbital ASA implementation15 is ver-
sion 47C of the Stuttgart tight-binding~TB! LMTO-ASA
program.17 A detailed description of the LMTO-ASA
method, including its applications, can be found elsewher18

The partitioning of space into atom-centered and em
spheres was achieved using a procedure that ensured ov
between atomic spheres did not exceed 16%. Sca
relativistic Kohn-Sham equations within the local dens
approximation19 were solved, taking all relativistic effect
into account except for the spin-orbit coupling. Here 2
irreduciblek points were used in the primitive wedge of th
Brillouin zone~BZ! for the LMTO calculations. The LMTO
electronic structures were analyzed by calculating COH
and ELF’s. The crystal orbital Hamiltonian populatio
COHP ~Ref. 20! is the density of states weighted by th
corresponding Hamiltonian matrix element and is indicat
of the strength and nature of a bonding~positive COHP! or
antibonding~negative COHP! interaction. The signs we us
here are the opposite of what is used in the original definit
of Dronskowski and Blo¨chl.20 Electron localization functions
~introduced by Becke and Edgecombe! facilitate visualiza-
tion of bonding and the lone pairs in real space.21,22The ELF
provides a measure of the local influence of Pauli repuls
on the behavior of electrons and permits the mapping in
space of core, bonding, and nonbonding regions in
crystal.22 All LMTO calculations used cell parameters ob
tained in ourCASTEPcalculations~Table II! described below.

In the plane-wave based methods, we use sca
relativistic norm-conserving pseudopotentials optimize23

for low plane-wave cutoffs~up to 50 Ry!. The cutoff radii are

e

FIG. 1. Experimental structures of the IV-VI compounds.~a! is
the tetragonal black phosphorus structure of GeS,~b! is the rocksalt
structure of PbTe, and~c! is the polar rhombohedral low
temperature structure of GeTe. The black spheres represent the
ions and the gray spheres the anions.
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chosen to be close to those quoted in Ref. 24. The excha
correlation energy functional was evaluated within the lo
density approximation~LDA !, using the Perdew-Zunge
parametrization25 of the Ceperley-Alder26 homogeneous
electron gas data. Similar techniques have been used p
ously in the study of GeTe,27 SnTe, and PbTe,28 and related
methods have been used to calculate the properties of
PbSe, and PbTe.29 Our calculations reproduce the earlier r
sults for structural properties to within 1%. Our calculat
unit cell volumes are presented in Table II. For accurate
scriptions of these low-band gap materials, particularly in
calculation of phonons and dielectric properties, we sam
the Brillouin zone with a 12312312 mesh of Monkhorst-
Packk points. In the present work, total energy calculatio
have been performed usingCASTEP 2.1 ~Ref. 30! and linear
response calculations with theLRESPcode.31 Both codes are
based on the variational principle of density function
theory and use the conjugate gradient algorithm for dir
minimization of the total energy and its second derivative

While the calculation of dielectric constants, Born effe
tive charges, and phonons has now become a routine a
cation of the DFT linear response,32 we show here that it can
also be trivially used to calculate the electron localizat
tensor, introduced by Souzaet al.33 This tensor is a measur
of the spread of electron Wannier functions, and its trac
equal to the gauge invariant part of33,34

V5(
n

N

@^r 2&n2^r &n
2#,

where^&n denotes the expectation value over thenth Wan-
nier function and the sum is over the occupied bands. I
useful in the present study to probe the metallicity of a giv
material. Following the work of Sgiarovelloet al.,35 the lo-
calization tensor can be shown to be

^r ar b&c5
V

Ne~2p!3)
E dkW(

n
K ]

]ka
unkWUPU ]

]kb
unkWL , ~1!

whereP512(n
NuunkW&^unkWu is the projection operator on un

occupied states,V the volume of unit cell, andNe the number
of electrons. Herê r ar b&c indicates^r ar b&2^r a&^r b& with
the average taken over all the occupied bands.

In the calculation of the dielectric constante` , using the
DFT linear response to electric field perturbationHE

(1) , the
functions

HE
(1)uunkW&5PU ]

unkWL ~2!

TABLE II. Calculated rocksalt unit cell volumes (Å3) for the
cubic unit cells containing four formula units.

S Se Te

Ge 152.27 167.28 200.20
Sn 185.19 205.38 236.03
Pb 199.18 218.17 254.84
]kb
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have to be determined. In fact, they are obtained by ca
lating the first-order linear response of Kohn-Sham wa
functions to a ‘‘(d/dk)’’ perturbation ~also known as akW•pW
perturbation!. Thus, the localization tensor can be obtain
as a by-product of DFT linear response calculations ofe` by
simply taking the inner products of the intermediate wa
functions given in Eq.~2!.36

IV. PHYSICAL PROPERTIES AND THE OFF-CENTER
DISTORTION

In this section we calculate various physical properties
the high-symmetry, undistorted rocksalt structures to de
mine whether indicators of the tendency of the structure
distort can be identified in the high-symmetry phase. T
choice of physical properties is motivated by earlier stud
of structural instabilities,37 and Orgel’s speculation that th
polarizability or dielectric constant should be large.5 Thus,
we consider primarily those linear compliances that are
measure of coupling between phonons~lattice instability be-
ing a special case! and electric fields.

A. Band gaps

There are no notable trends in the band gaps@for example,
Eg(PbS).Eg(PbTe).Eg(PbSe)], and in fact earlier theo
retical work29 showed that this is a result of the fine balan
between the relative atomic energy levels and the str
cation-s–anion-p interactions. In Fig. 2, we show atomi
orbital energies and correspondingintrinsic bandwidths of
the ions with lattice constants of the nine chalcogenide co
pounds. The term energies which are symbols in the p
were obtained from atomic, scalar-relativistic calculatio
For the bandwidths, which are indicated by vertical line
self-consistent DFT calculations were performed for the c
bon group atoms~Ge, Sn, Pb! and the chalcogenide atom
~S, Se, Te! in the fcc structure~rocksalt sublattice! with lat-

FIG. 2. Atomic orbital energies~points! and intrinsic widths of
bands~vertical lines! arising from them for the nine IV-VI chalco-
genides considered here. Circles and squares denote the cations and
p bands, respectively, and diamonds denote anionp bands.
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tice constants equal to the correspondingAQ compound in
the rocksalt structure. These bandwidths arise therefore
result of the crystal but in the absence of the cation-an
interaction. We point out from this figure that there is a sm
overlap between cations and cationp bands for GeS, SnS
and SnSe. For GeSe, while there is no overlap, separa
between the two bands is quite small. Based on Orgel’s
gument of cations-p mixing, this already hints that thes
compounds are very likely to be unstable in the hig
symmetry rocksalt structure. Note also that thep bands of the
anions have decreasing overlap with thes bands of the cat-
ions as the cation or anion becomes heavier, although t
overlap with thep bands of the cations is significant inall
the compounds.

B. TO phonons

Information about phonons in the high-symmetry pha
forms the foundation in modeling structural phase transiti
in various materials.38 In particular, one focuses on th
lowest-energy structural distortions which span the unsta
phonons characterized by imaginary phonon frequencies
calculated the TO phonon frequencies of the IV-VI co
pounds, summarized in Table III along with the TO eige
value of the force constant matrix~which is the second de
rivative of energy with respect to atomic displacemen!.
These results were obtained at the theoretical lattice cons
and therefore should not agree quantitatively with exp
mental values due to the sensitivity of phonon frequencie
volume.27 To benchmark our methods, we also calcula
phonon frequencies at the experimental volume~s! for the
compounds for which data are available and obtained res
~not reported here!, in good agreement with experiment.39

The TO phonons of the three Pb compounds and SnTe
stable, consistent with the lack of experimentally observ
distortion, reported in Table I. For Sn compounds, the
phonon is marginally stable for SnS and unstable for Sn
For all three Ge compounds, TO phonons are unstable
first sight, the sign and magnitude of the TO phonon f
quency might appear to be a good indicator of the exten
structural instability. In fact, the frequenciesdo increase as
one goes down the column; however, there is no trend al
rows. While the force constantK shows a trend along rows
it is the opposite of what one would expect from the trend
stability of the cubic structure. While these results are c
sistent with the experimental structures listed in Table I, th

TABLE III. Calculated TO phonon frequenciesv (cm21) and
TO force constantsK (eV/Å 2) of IV-VI compounds.

S Se Te

Ge v 110 I 90 I 97 I
K 22.0 22.26 23.2

Sn v 14 15 I 27
K 0.04 20.06 0.17

Pb v 111 69 52
K 2.54 2.04 1.58
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do not help in understanding the relative stabilities of the
compounds or in predicting trends in new structures.

C. Born effective charges

The concept of Born effective charge is often interpre
as an indicator of ferroelectric or structural instability, a
previous work on ferroelectric perovskites37,40–43has clearly
shown that BEC’s tend to be far larger than the nominal io
charges in most ferroelectric materials. The formal definit
of a BEC (Zj ,ab* ) is the atomic position derivative of th
polarizationP at zero macroscopic electric field:

Zj ,ab* 5
]Pa

]uj ,b
U
E50

, ~3!

where j runs over the atoms, anda and b are Cartesian
indices. Alternatively, the BEC can be defined as the line
order coefficient between the electric fieldE and the forceFj
which the field exerts on ionj:

Zj ,ab* 5
]F j ,a

]Eb
U

u50

. ~4!

Here the derivative is calculated at zero atomic displacem
or as the mixed second derivative of the total energy w
respect to both electric field and atomic displacement:

Zj ,ab* 5
]2ETOT

]Eb]uj ,a
U
E50,u50

. ~5!

A large BEC indicates that the force acting on a given i
due to the electric field generated by the atomic displa
ments is large even if the field is small, thus favoring t
tendency towards a polarized ground state.

In Table IV we list our calculated BEC’s for the cations
the IV-VI compounds, all of which have a nominal ion
charge of 21. Since the compounds are all binary, the ani
BEC’s are equal to those of the cations but with oppos
sign. The BEC’s of all the nine compounds are quite anom
lous ~in fact, they deviate more from the nominal ion
charges than is typical in perovskite oxide ferroelectrics!.

Two clear trends can be seen from the table: first, that
Born effective charge increasesup the columns—that is, as
the cation becomes lighter—and second, that it increa
along the rows, as the anion becomes heavier.

The increase in Born effective charge from Pb to Sn to
for the same anion is consistent with the increased tende
to distortion for the lighter cations. However, the increase
BEC for heavier anions isoppositeto the increasing ten-

TABLE IV. Calculated Born effective charges in IV-VI com
pounds.

S Se Te

Ge 5.98 7.41 10.8
Sn 5.75 6.52 8.26
Pb 4.48 5.05 6.16
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dency to distort. Moreover, the BEC’s for all nine com
pounds including the stable ones are anomalous~e.g., for
PbTe, the BEC is 6.16!. Therefore an anomalous BEC alon
is clearly an insufficient indicator of a tendency to under
ferroelectric distortion.

To understand the inadequacy of the BEC as an indic
of off-center distortion, it is helpful to rewrite the expressio
for the BEC using its nonvariational forms32 as

Zj ,ab* 5(
kn

K ]ckn

]Eb
U]Vext

]nj ,b
UcknL 5(

kn
K ]ckn

]uj ,b
U]Vext

]Eb
UcknL ,

~6!

where ckn are the Kohn-Sham wave functions with Bloc
vector k and band indexn. It is now clear that an anoma
lously large BEC can occur ifeither the response to atomi
displacement perturbation (]c/]uj ,b) is large, indicating a
large stabilization in energy for small atomic displaceme
and a tendency to ferroelectric distortion,or if response to
electric field perturbation (]c/]Eb) is large. The latter indi-
cates sensitivity of the wave functions to an electric field
condition which increases with increased metallicity~or
equivalently decreased ionicity! in a material. In fact the in-
crease in BEC from S→ Se→ Te for the same cation is th
result of such an increase in metallicity.

D. Dielectric constant and localization length

Following up on the prediction made by Orgel5 regarding
the correlation between large dielectric response and s
ochemical activity of lone pairs, we study here the dielec
constants of the IV-VI compounds. Since the TO modes
some of these compounds are unstable in the rocksalt s
ture ~making the dc dielectric constants undefined at 0!,
we focus on the high-frequency~electronic! dielectric con-
stante`. The increase in metallicity is reflected in the ma
nitude ofe`, which diverges at the insulator to metal tran
tion.

As mentioned in Sec. III, we also calculate the electr
localization lengthl as a measure of metallicity. Note that th
localization length is a ground state, measurable quan
with its relation33,35 to conductivity through a sum rule. Bot
quantitiese` and l 2 are tabulated in Table V.

We find that thee` is much larger than that of semicon
ductors~e.g., 11 for GaAs! or of perovskite oxides (,10).
Similarly l 2 for most of the IV-VI compounds is much large
than values calculated previously for semiconductor35

TABLE V. Calculated dielectric constantse` and localization
lengths squaredl 2 in IV-VI compounds.

S Se Te

Ge e` 36.0 67.0 155.0
l 2 (Å2) 0.90 1.25 2.02

Sn e` 62.0 100. 93.0
l 2 (Å2) 1.06 1.41 1.78

Pb e` 19.0 26.0 34.0
l 2 (Å2) 0.81 1.02 1.33
o
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~about 0.7 Å2). Both the dielectric constant and localizatio
length increase systematically with increasing anion size,
dicative of increased metallicity from S to Se to Te. Th
confirms that, indeed, the increased metallicity, rather th
an increased tendency to off-center displacement, is in
responsible for the increasingly anomalous BEC in the sa
direction. There is no consistent trend down the columns
either of these two quantities.

E. Longitudinal effective charge

It has been suggested recently44 that a better indicator of
proximity to a structural phase transition is thelongitudinal
effective chargeZj ,ab

L ~LEC!. The longitudinal effective
charge is similar to the Born effective charge, but withE
replaced by the external electric fieldE ex:

Zj ,ab
L 5

dF j ,a

dE b
ex

5(
g

Zj ,ag* egb
`21 , ~7!

where egb
` is the optical dielectric tensor. Thus the LE’

incorporates the fact that, if the optical dielectric respons
large, then large screening fields exist that can countera
tendency to polarization.

The LEC’s are tabulated in Table VI. The LEC’s do in
deed decrease from S to Se to Te, consistent with the
served reduced tendency to distortion. However, the incre
from Pb to Sn to Ge that we saw in the BEC’s and which
required to indicate increased distortion in compounds of
lighter cations does not persist in the LEC’s. Therefore
conclude that the LEC’s also cannot serve as a single par
eter for predicting instabilities.

F. LO-TO splitting

Due to infinite range dipolar interactions, there is
nonanalyticity in the phonon spectrum at theG point of in-
sulators, reflected in the splittingDv between long-
wavelength transverse and longitudinal phonon frequenc
For cubic perovskite oxides, Zhonget al.37 found that a giant
LO-TO splitting in the phonon spectrum is correlated w
the strongest instability in the system. LO-TO splitting d
pends on the Born effective charges, dielectric constante`

and phonon eigenvectors;37 as such, it can be readily ob
tained from the results presented so far. For the rock
structure, there is only one TO mode and hence a sin
LO-TO splitting, which is isotropic due to the cubic symm
try. Our calculated LO-TO splittings are tabulated for t
IV-VI compounds in Table VII.

TABLE VI. Calculated longitudinal effective charges in IV-V
compounds.

S Se Te

Ge 0.17 0.11 0.07
Sn 0.09 0.07 0.09
Pb 0.24 0.19 0.18
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We note that the magnitudes of LO-TO splittings are
general much smaller than those of the cubic perovskite
ides~which are typically around 700 cm21). This is particu-
larly notable for GeTe, since it undergoes a ferroelec
phase transition. However, it is not surprising as the die
tric constantse` of the IV-VI compounds are much large
than those of perovskites, resulting in screening of the lo
range interatomic interactions. Indeed, LO-TO splitting ca
tures the effects of both structural and metal-nonmetal in
bilities and shows trends along both rows and columns
are exactly consistent with the trends in stability: It increa
towards the left of the rows and up the columns.

G. Discussion: Competing instabilities

To conclude this section, we propose that the LO-
splitting (Dv) can be interpreted as an order parameter fo
phase transition from a polar insulating phase to a meta
phase. First, it vanishes in the metallic phase, since
strong screening by electrons in metals makes the rang
interatomic interactions finite, removing the nonanalyticity
the phonon spectrum atk50. Second, a large LO-TO split
ting is correlated with a strong ferroelectric~structural! in-
stability, because Coulomb interactions are important in
bilizing ferroelectric phases. Thus,Dv is seen to be
indicative of a metal-insulator transition at one end of
range and of a structural instability at the other.Dv increases
with either decreasing localization lengthor decreasing TO
frequency.

Our results for IV-VI compounds indicate that they a
close to both a structural phase transition and an insulato
metal transition. This complicates the trends in the vario
properties that we explored. More precisely, we find that
trends along the rows~with anions! are driven by the vicinity
to metal-insulator instability whereas those along the colu
are driven by the vicinity to structural instabilities. Thus, w
find a clear trend in localization length along rows and in T
phonon frequencies along columns. Both trends are capt
simultaneously by the LO-TO splitting. The BEC’s, whic
correspond to ‘‘mixed’’ couplings, show a trend consiste
with metallicity along rows and with structural instabilit
along columns.

Since there are two different instabilities relevant to the
compounds, finally we studied the effect of freezing in o
of them~the structural instability! on the other~the metallic-
ity!. For GeTe, we distorted the crystal internally with its T
instability at theG point ~an intersublattice displacemen!
and calculated the change in localization length. For a s
lattice displacement of 0.18 Å~3% of the lattice constant!,
we found thatl 2 reduced from 2.02 to 1.60~by 20%!, indi-

TABLE VII. Calculated LO-TO splitting (cm21) in the phonon
spectrum of IV-VI compounds.

S Se Te

Ge 322 221 178
Sn 134 106 76
Pb 113 72 64
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cating that the two instabilities must be strongly competin
Needless to say, the electronic structure calculations sho
an increase in the band gap with distortion.

V. ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE AND THE LONE PAIR

For the remainder of this work, we focus on understan
ing the detailed nature of the lone pair and the conditio
which determine its stereochemical activity. We take G
GeTe, and PbTe to be representative of the nine compou
studied, with the GeS/GeTe pair allowing us to study tren
in anions and GeTe/PbTe allowing us to investigate chan
in behavior with the cation. We analyze the electronic str
ture using COHP’s and visualize the lone pairs in the cu
and ~hypothetical! distorted structures using ELF’s.

A. Densities of states and COHP’s

Figure 3 shows our calculated orbital-resolved densi
of states for cubic rocksalt structure GeS, GeTe, and Pb
The solid black line shows the cations states, the light gray
line the cationp, and the dark gray line the anionp. The top
of the valence band is set to 0 eV. As is well known from t
literature,29 in all cases the cations orbitals form the lowest-
energy valence-band states forming a filled, rather nar
band, around 8 eV below the top of the valence band. T
valence band is composed primarily of anionp states, which
form a broad~around 6 eV wide! band that is somewha
hybridized with the cations band. Cationp states dominate

FIG. 3. Orbital-resolved LMTO densities of states for Ge
GeTe, and PbTe in the rocksalt structure. The origin on the ene
axis is the top of the valence band.
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the conduction band, although there are also some occu
cation p states that overlap energetically with the anionp
states. To a large extent, cations and cationp states are well
separated in energy, particularly in the structurally sta
compounds such as PbTe. Indeed, PbTe even ha
pseudogap centered at25.5 eV with respect to the top of th
valence band, which separates the predominantly Pbs states
from the other states. In GeS, however, we note that the
a significant density of Ges states just below the top of th
valence band. A feature worthy of note is that in GeS, the
s states are significantly broader than those in GeTe,
these in turn are broader than Pbs states in PbTe. The bottom
of the cations states is also the deepest in GeS. Also,
system with the largest localization length of the three c
sidered here is GeTe. This compound is the closest to m
licity and, indeed, one observes the largest fraction of ca
p states in thevalence-bandregion in this compound. This
suggests that cation-p–anion-p covalency tends to drive th
system towards metallicity.

Figure 4 shows our calculated COHP’s for the same th
compounds. The density of states~DOS! plots showed that,
for all practical purposes, the cations and anionp bands are
filled, and the cationp states are empty. It is not surprisin
therefore that cation-s–anion-p interactions have both a
bonding and an antibonding componentbelow the top of the
valence band, while cation-p–anion-p interactions are bond
ing below the top of the valence band and antibond

FIG. 4. COHP’s per primitive unit cell for GeS, GeTe, an
PbTe. The black lines correspond to cation-s–anion-p interactions
and the gray lines to cation-p–anion-p interactions. Positive value
of the COHP represent bonding interactions, and negative va
represent antibonding interactions.
ied
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above. The orbital-resolved integrated occupied COHP’s
flect the energetics of the distinct bonding and antibond
interactions, with the magnitude of the integrated COHP c
relating with the extent of covalency. Table VIII displays o
partial and total integrated COHP’s for all nine compoun
We observe that the cation-s–anion-p COHP’s are indeed al
negative, indicating an overall antibonding interaction. Ho
ever, they do not show any simple trend along the rows
columns. In contrast, the cation-p–anion-p COHP’s are all
positive ~indicating bonding interactions! and correlate with
the localization length, supporting the link between this c
valent interaction and the tendency to metallicity. The to
COHP’s show a trend reminiscent of the LO-TO splittin
down the columns, but no clear trend along the rows.

How does the bonding situation change on distorting
rocksalt structure in a manner that allows the stereochem
activity of the lone pair to manifest itself? To answer th
question, we consider GeTe in its undistorted cubic ph
and in a cubic cell with a rhombohedral distortion. We obta
the distorted phase by retaining the cubic cell parameters
displacing the Ge atom in the 111 direction by 2% in cry
tallographic coordinates. In other words, we retain Te at~0.5,
0.5, 0.5! and move Ge to~0.02, 0.02, 0.02! instead of keep-
ing it at the origin. We call this the rhombohedral structu
In this structure, Ge has three nearest neighbors and thre
ones, much like in the real crystal structure. Figure 5 d
plays the changes in calculated Ge-s–Te-p and Ge-p–Te-p
COHP’s on performing such a distortion. The black lin
correspond to the cubic structure and the gray lines to
distorted structure. From Fig. 5, it is clear that the larg
changes are in the Ge-p–Te-p COHP.

B. Electron localization functions

Figure 6 shows the calculated valence electron local
tion functions for GeS, GeTe, and PbTe in both cubic ro
salt and rhombohedrally distorted~as described in the previ
ous section! structures. Following Silvi and Savin,22 the ELF
is defined as

ELF5@11~D/Dh!2#21,

where

D5
1

2 (
i

u¹f i u22
1

8

u¹ru2

r
, Dh5

3

10
~3p2!5/3r5/3.

Here r is the electron density andf i are the Kohn-Sham
wave functions. The cation is at the center of the square, w

es

TABLE VIII. Cation-s–anion-p, cation-p–anion-p, and total
integrated COHP’s~units of eV per primitive cell! for all nine com-
pounds.

s-p p-p Total

S Se Te S Se Te S Se Te

Ge 21.62 21.56 21.86 5.22 5.22 5.40 3.60 3.66 3.5
Sn 21.32 21.26 21.62 4.32 4.50 4.68 3.00 3.24 3.0
Pb 21.56 21.56 21.98 4.14 4.32 4.50 2.58 2.76 2.5
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anions in the edge centers. The white end of the scale co
sponds to high localization, whereas the deep blue end i
cates zero localization.

In all three cubic rocksalt cases, thes2 lone pair is seen as
a roughly spherical region of electron localization around
cation at the center of the square.~The anions, with their
largely filledp shells, are also approximately spherical.! The
distortion is modeled by moving the cation to the bottom le
relative to the anions in the picture. In all cases the format
of the localized lone pair is observed to the top right of t
cation ~in the space left behind!.

In the systems that have distorted ground-state structu
viz., GeS and GeTe, we notice that the ELF in the lone-p
lobe~to the right of the cation! is higher than the correspond
ing lone-pair ELF in PbTe, which does not spontaneou
distort. In addition, the lone pair has a larger spatial exten
the Ge compounds due to its increased tendency to be
volved in covalent bond formation. The larger spatial ext
of the lone pair seen in the ELF of GeS and GeTe wh
compared with PbTe is mirrored in the greater width of t
cations densities of states and the cation-s–anion-p COHP’s
of GeS and GeTe compared with PbTe. The combination
larger ELF and increased covalency leads to a ‘‘strong
lone pair, which is more stereochemically active.

FIG. 5. COHP’s of the cation-s–anion-p interaction and the
cation-p–anion-p interaction for undistorted cubic and rhomboh
drally distorted GeTe
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C. Discussion: Electronic structure and the lone pair

Finally, we link the physics of the two instabilities to th
electronic structure and hence to the nature of the lone p
There are three relevant electronic bands: occupied catis
(S1), anionp (P2), and unoccupied cationp (P1). It was
argued by Orgel,5 and has been assumed in much of t
subsequent literature, that the interaction betweenS1 and
P1 bands is the primary cause of distortion. However, o
results show that the mixing betweenS1 andP1 states is in
fact mediated by theP2 states. This is strongest at the top
valence bands which are predominantlyP2 bands~see Fig.
3!. Our calculated COHP’s~Fig. 4! clearly show that anyS1

andP1 character in this energy range results from the a
bonding and bonding, respectively, ofS1 andP1 states with
P2 states. A uniform structural distortion introducesP1

states antibonding withP2 ~Fig. 5! near the top of valence
bands which in turn increases the mixing betweenS1 and
P1. In addition, in GeS, SnS, and SnSe, there is also di
overlap between theS1 andP1 bands~see Fig. 2!, resulting
in even stronger interaction and hence structural instabil

FIG. 6. ~Color!: Calculated valence ELF’s of cubic and rhom
bohedrally distorted GeS, GeTe, and PbTe. Lighter colors~light
gray and and white! signify regions of strong localization while
colors towards dark blue signify poorly localized regions. The sc
on the right of the figure indicates the color coding.
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There is an increase in anionp and cationp mixing as one
goes from GeS to GeTe~see Fig. 3! correlating with increase
in metallicity. Due to larger separation betweenS1 and P2

bands, there is a decrease inS1 andP2 ~henceP1) bonding
when one moves from GeTe to PbTe correlating with
creased structural stability. The activity of the lone pair d
pends on the bandwidths of and separation between all t
bands. It is stronger where the mixing ofS1 and P1 with
P2 ~and also indirectlyS1 with P1) is large, where it has
the stereochemical effect of stabilizing the distorted lo
symmetry structures. If this mixing is over a wider range
energy ~for example, GeS and GeTe!, the lone pair is ex-
pected to be diffuse. For PbTe, on the other hand,S1 char-
acter peaks in a narrow range of energy at the top of
valence band, leading to a localized lone pair, describe
Sec. IV. Stability of a structural distortion depends
whether the energy gained from mixing~or bonding! be-
tween occupied and unoccupied states compensates th
ergy required to promote an electron to unoccupied st
Since the sameP1 states are involved in both interaction
and hence instabilities, a competition results.

Thus we conclude that lone-pair lobe formation is driv
primarily by covalency between cations and anionp states
with the mediation of cationp states rather than by on-sit
s-p mixing. Note that there is experimental evidence for o
conclusions in extended x-ray absorption fine structure~EX-
AFS! measurements for Pb-doped GeTe and Pb-doped S
compounds. Lebedevet al.45 found that Pb or Sn atoms em
bedded in GeTe show alarger off-center distortion than they
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